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asked whether the book was written with a view to
attract votes, ghosh said, no, i am a teacher. i don't
write anything for votes. i have written this to help
west bengal. i am a citizen of west bengal, i love
west bengal and i want west bengal to progress. i
want west bengal to give better facilities to the
people and provide better education and health
facilities to the people. so, i am writing for all this.
he added, my book is not against mamata. my book
is against corruption. the people who are calling my
book anti-party are a small group. they don't
represent the majority in trinamul. we do not want
to see anyone lose power in any part of india. ghosh
has written a bitter book on mamata banerjee and
the tmc which will see her fall from power in 2021.
the book tells how mamata banerjee grew up in the
muslim family and became the chief minister of
west bengal. it tells the reason behind her ascent to
power. the book has written by former tmc mla
dipak ghosh. he has written several books before
including ''bengali and indian politics in the age of
mamata'' and ''mamata banerjee'' and now this
book is going to be banned in west bengal? the book
titled mamata ghosh & me: my life in books, politics,
and protest is the first of the series of books to be
banned and to be written by the writer himself. the
book deals with the various aspects of mamata, her
party, their leaders, their politics, her personal life,
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and more. in the book, dipak ghosh has tried to
convey the reality about mamata banerjee in a
critical way. the book has diipak ghosh book on
mamata banerjee in bengali pdf download link.
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after reading this book, you will clearly know the
weaknesses of mamata banerjee. this book does not

contain any political opinion about mamata
banerjee. this book is written with the sole intention

of making you aware of mamata banerjee's
weaknesses so that you can be a better voter. you

can share this dipak ghosh book on mamata
banerjee with your friends and family on social

media. you can also contact us for a low price diipak
ghosh book on mamata banerjee in bengali pdf free

download. get this book diipak ghosh book on
mamata banerjee for any book reviews. if you want
this dipak ghosh book on mamata banerjee to be
removed or if it is copyright infringement, do drop

us an email at [emailprotected] and this will be
taken down within 24 hours! dipak ghosh, a former

trinamul leader, claimed that there are people
within the party who are in favour of banning the
book. the author, he said, has been threatened by
some people from within the party. ''my book has

been given to the party office'' to be distributed, he
said. the author, whose book, titled, mamata
mamata, has been translated in a number of

languages, has been dubbed the ''intellectual'' of
the trinamul. he has been at the receiving end of
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several attacks by the party, including the ex-chief
minister, who has called him an ''anti-party person''.
the book was banned in april last year by the west

bengal government, and had to be banned again by
the police. the authors, dipak ghosh and tapan
ghosh, are also facing multiple charges under
various sections of the indian penal code. the
authors are currently out on bail. 5ec8ef588b
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